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Introduction
Embark on a journey of boundless creativity with us, as we, the photographers, strive to
ignite your imagination and cultivate an extraordinary space for all you amazing individuals.
Immerse yourself in the vibrant ambiance of our creative portrait playground located in
Newcastle, known as The Venue on Hunter. Here, the energy is infectious, and the
possibilities are as limitless as your creativity.

Capturing stunning photos with your smartphone is easier than you think! In this guide, we'll
walk you through �ve simple steps to elevate your photography game. No need for complex
technical jargon – just straightforward tips to help you take better photos effortlessly.



How to Use a Ring
Light & Phone Holder

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Connect our Bluetooth clicker & open your camera app

Position the ring light in front of your scene with how you want the light to face.

Adjust the Brightness of the light.

Place your phone in either the ring light or portable mount.

Take your position, pose and snap with the Bluetooth clicker!

Sometimes using our ring lights & Clicker combo can be a bit tricky!

PROTIP: Experiment with different angles / brightness of lighting



1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Clean Your Lens: A clean lens
ensures crisp, clear photos.
Swipe your phone's camera lens
with a soft cloth before snapping
pictures to avoid any smudges
that could affect image quality.

Set Good Lighting: Expirement
with the ring lights angles &
intensity to banish shadows.
Remember where ever you point
the light shadows will fall!

Use Grid Lines: Most
smartphones have grid line
options in the camera settings.
Enable them to help you align
your shots. The rule of thirds –
placing your subject off-centre –
often leads to more visually
appealing photos.

Hold Steady: Avoid shaky photos
by maintaining a steady hand. If
possible, use a tripod or your
phone holder to stabilize your
device. This ensures sharper
images, especially in low-light
conditions.

Experiment with Angles: Don't
be afraid to explore different
angles and perspectives.
Experimenting with high and low
angles can add interest to your
photos, making them stand out.

5-Steps for
Better Photos
on Your
Smartphone



5 Tips to Better Posing
Natural Stance: Relax your body and stand naturally. Avoid stiff
poses, and let your arms fall naturally by your sides.

01

Smile Naturally: Capture genuine smiles by thinking of something
that makes you happy. This will help you avoid forced and
awkward expressions.

02

Play with Hair and Accessories: Add movement and personality to
your photos by playing with your hair or adjusting accessories.
Small movements can make a big impact.

03

Shift Your Weight: For a �attering look, shift your weight to one
leg. This creates a more relaxed and dynamic pose.

04

Use Props: Incorporate props that re�ect your personality or the
theme of your photo. This adds depth and interest to your
pictures.

05



Our Services

Function & Private Venue Hire.

Professional Photography.

Business Content Creation.

Content & Creative Workshops.

If you �nd these tips helpful but want personalized experience, check out
our venue services!

Networking Events | Hens Night | Team Building | Birthday Partys | Baby
Showers | Engagement Partys | Photography Hire

Family | Portfolio | Headshots | Boudoir | Engagement | Cake Smash |
Product | Event | Digital Gallery + Print Shop

Social Media | Podcasting | Strategy | Editing | Advertising | Videography

Smartphone Content Creation for Business | Self-ie Expression |
Photography & Editing Basics



Enjoy
Yourself?

Now that you have the tools and
knowledge, go ahead and unleash

your creativity! Taking better photos
on your smartphone is all about

simplicity, good lighting, and a dash
of creativity. Start snapping and
watch your photography skills

�ourish.

Want to talk more
or interested in
our services?

Get In Touch!

https://thevenueonhunter.com.au/contact/



